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War Eagle!

W or Eagle Motorsports is a collegiate student-led design team
focused on designing and constructing formula style racecars
to compete globally in the Formula SAE series. We have over two
decades of success including multiple first place finishes. To keep
with today's technological progression, our team is designing a
new 600 VDC single motor electric racecar running on a lithium
ion battery system utilizing a student designed management
system. This gives our students the opportunity to solve challenging
new problems relating to an electric system and expand our
engineering talents to the electric field while investing in our
engineering education.
W or Eagle Motorsports is one of the best organizations of its kind
due to our intense focus on educating top notch engineers. Our
team members are inspired to continuously invest in themselves
to become the most experienced and knowledgeable engineers
that Auburn University has to offer. This is only possible due to the
generosity of our W or Eagle Motorsports partners. On top of
helping our team produce engineering talent, our partners get
exposed to over 2.5 million engineers, students, and other
professionals in technical fields every year.
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Nothing is more important to our team than the absolute safety of
our student as we work on innovating and advancing electric
racecars in the Formula SAE series. With support from companies
like yours, we will be able to more efficiently build our car while
ensuring its reliability. By having a hands on experience to work on
this project, our teams is helping engineering students build their
technical skills outside the classroom. We welcome your interest in
becoming part of the War Eagle Motorsports Partner family.
Best Regards,

Isaac Evans
Business Director
•
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ABOUT US

The Auburn University Formula SAE Racing Team has a history of dedication,
perseverance, and performance that we are proud to continue. Founded in
1995, the team has continued to grow and become more competitive with
each passing year.

DESIGN

Starting each fall, War Eagle
Motorsports goes back to
the drawing board to design
a new racecar from scratch.
Between optomizing the
successful parts of our cars
to be better in the coming
year to completely starting
over on the systems we can
make better, our designers
utilize CAD and simulations
to create a new and
improved racecar.

The War Eagle Motorsports mission statement is, "Strive for nothing but the
absolute best for the car, team, and teammates through hard work,
continuous improvement, and a spirit that is relentless and unwavering."
Each year, Auburn students from all academic disciplines come together to
design, build, test, market, and race a one-off formula-style autocross
vehicle. The team continues to grow and tackle new challenges, new
manufacturing techniques, and new ways to bring a greater experience to
Auburn University students.

MANUFACTURE

Once design freeze hits, War
Our students are excelling in the classroom, seeing new ways to think
critically, and directly applying skills that will propel their professional career. Eagle Motorsports begins to
manufacture for the new
Every year we are utilizing industry leading materials and software to make
season. We order materials and
the car lighter and faster, all while cultivating the best engineers Auburn
stock to start machining and
University can offer. War Eagle Motorsports values the importance of
teamwork and transparency. Sticking to these core values has propelled our assembling various parts for our
cars. Each year our team
designs to new heights and elevated our team's success in recent years.
manufactures up to 80 percent
of the components used on our
cars in house. We pride
ourselves on not only teaching
good design, but also quality
manufacturing techniques.

COMPETE
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opportunity to compete on
a national and international
level at the FSAE and FS
competition series. We
present our design process
to industry professionals and
race our cars to validate the
decisions we make each year.
We continually strive to prove
Auburn produces some of the
best engineering sudents and
racecars in the series.
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War Eagle Motorsports
354 War Eagle Way
1418 Wiggins Hall
Auburn, AL 36849

@aufsae
www.auracing.org

